
Muh Shoou Xixi 

Type of Building：Hotel 
Location of Work：Hangzhou, China 
Month and Year of Completion of Work：2018.8 
Light Sources Used：LEDs 

Muh Shoou Xixi Resort Hotel covers an area of 7,000 square meters with a landscape area of 
36,000 square meters. It is located in Xixi wetland of Hangzhou. Five adjacent buildings are 
reconstructed from the buildings left behind there. 
 
Lighting design was involved at the beginning of this project. The architecture and landscape 
were built relating to the mountains and rivers, and the hotel's demand for lighting was the 
same. On the basis requirement, the needs of lighting, the "natural" feeling was restored to the 
greatest extent, which was the soul of lighting design throughout all stages of the project. 
 
The lighting of the hotel architecture and landscape exploit the design rhythm of bearing and 
combination, the surface light to show the aging texture of the rough materials, space and inner 
penetration for modern glass materials. Through the minimalism conception, the original 
environment background of wetland is strengthened, reflecting the atmosphere of harmonious 
coexistence between human and nature. 
 
The path of hotel is covered with verdant vegetation on both sides, and the architectural 
custom made lanterns provide the main lighting of the path. Along with the winding terrain, the 
trees and lights appear randomly, of which is under calculations creating the atmosphere of 
"wild". 
 
If architecture and landscape lighting is a dialogue with nature, the interior lighting is the poetry 
of the modern scholars’ feelings, lighting design by light and shadow made by the day after 
tomorrow, shade, mix on the block surface of natural materials, create a rich oriental 
implicative beauty interiors, the choice of restraint on every items, show the nature of material 
and fine detail processing, born so let a person feel lighting, like the wetland forest tree out of 
the window, born from the nature, deep into the bottom of my heart. 
 
 


